Angiogenesis in congenital vascular malformations: a dynamic view on a static lesion
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Abstract

Vascular malformations of the heart are extremely rare with only a few cases of the arteriovenous type of vascular malformation (AVM) reported. We investigated the pathology of two additional cases, which were complicated by the occurrence of a local vasoproliferative response of immature but benign vessels. We suppose that the mass forming effect of this vasoproliferative response, which has also been reported recently as a complication of congenital AVMs elsewhere in the body, has significantly contributed to the onset of symptoms and ultimate death of both patients.
Microvascular proliferation in cardiac arteriovenous malformations

Introduction

Vascular malformations are congenital anomalies composed of mature but often dysplastic blood and/or lymphatic vessels that result from localized errors of angiogenesis during embryonic development. Vascular malformations may occur at any topographic site and are categorized according to the dominant types of vessels that make up the lesion (capillary, arteriovenous, venous, lymphatic, or mixed). Moreover, arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) may have aberrant direct connections (shunts) between veins and arteries without an intervening capillary bed. True cardiac AVMs, which are intramural conglomerates of malformed arteries and veins fed by one of the coronary arteries, have only been reported incidentally.2,3,4 We retrieved two cases of cardiac AVM from the autopsy files of our hospital. They are of particular interest because there was development of an additional benign angioproliferative mass within the boundaries of the congenital lesion.

Case reports

Case No. 1
A 22-year old man without medical history was admitted to the hospital with symptoms of cardiac failure that had developed during a period of weeks. Echocardiography showed pericardial effusions, and a tumorous process at the apex of the heart was suspected. Coronary angiography showed a hypervascular mass, which was limited to the perfusion territory of the right coronary artery. Based on the suspicion of malignancy, endomyocardial biopsy specimens were taken and showed increased immature capillary vessels lined with plump anti-CD31 immunopositive endothelium amidst pre-existing hypertrophied myocardium. Proliferative activity of the vessels was visualized by nuclear protein Ki67 immunostaining in a small fraction of the endothelial cells. Anti-smooth muscle actin-1 (anti-SMA1) immunostaining showed evident pericytic lining of all microvessels, which is characteristic for a benign vascular process (Figure 1A-C). A working diagnosis of a benign proliferative lesion (angiomatosis) was made. A pericardial biopsy specimen taken one week later during a pericardial window procedure for pericardial effusion (600 cc daily) showed a convolute of thin walled mature vessels that clearly differed from the immature type of microvessels noticed in the initial myocardial biopsy. Due to likely extension of the vascular process in the pericardium, the patient was rejected for heart transplantation. The patient’s condition gradually worsened, and he eventually died from intractable pump failure. Permission for autopsy of the heart only was
obtained postmortem. The heart showed immense hypertrophy (weight 1,360g), dilatation of both ventricles, and firm fibrous pericardial adhesions, mainly at the apex. Transverse slicing of both ventricles showed asymmetric thickening of the wall, cystically dilated intramural blood vessels, and prominent endocardial fibro-elastosis (Figure 1D). On histopathology, convolutes composed of mature blood vessels were found embedded in fibrosis with focally inconspicuous inflammatory infiltrates and remnants of hypertrophied myocardium. Most vessels were large veins with prominent intimal hyperplasia and, to a lesser extent, tortuous malformed arteries, which rendered a diagnosis of an AVM (Figure 1E). Many veins showed thrombotic occlusion with different stages of organisation of thrombus. Large vessels were surrounded by numerous dilated thin walled microvessels, but the immature type of capillary microvessels present in the initial myocardial biopsy specimen could be found only focally and after extensive tissue sampling. We interpreted this as maturation of the microvascular proliferative process. The vascular malformation was present only in the myocardial area fed by the right coronary artery.

Figure 1. Patient no.1. A. Endomyocardial biopsy specimen showing diffuse spread of capillary vessels amidst the myocardium (H&E stain). B. Immunostain with anti-CD31 antibody outlines the endothelium of the immature vessels. C. Immunostain with anti-Ki67 shows nuclear positivity in some vascular wall cells. D. Midventricular transverse section through the heart showing biventricular endocardial fibro-elastosis and cystically dilated vessels. E. Elastic van Gieson-stained section of myocardium showing closely apposed artery and vein (with recanalized thrombus [arrow]) of the vascular malformation.
Case No. 2
The second case is that of a 14-year-old boy, who had been known since birth to have asymmetrical hypertrophy of the ventricular septum, which was diagnosed at that time as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). At the age of 11 years, cardioversion was performed for torsade de pointes, and he was treated with amiodarone to prevent further arrhythmias. At the age of 14, the patient was hospitalized for concomitant hyperthyroidism. During this hospital admission, he collapsed and died from untreatable ventricular fibrillation. A formalin-fixed pathology specimen of the patient’s heart (weight 900g) was sent to our hospital for consultation. Gross examination confirmed the presence of asymmetrical septal hypertrophy and protrusion of an anteroseptal mass, which had resulted in infundibular pulmonary stenosis (Figure 2A). Sections taken at several levels from this mass showed convolutes of mature but malformed vessels, mainly large dilated veins and, to a lesser extent, tortuous arteries, which was consistent with a diagnosis of AVM. These vessels were embedded in an extensive solid mass of immature capillary vessels and focally embedded in collagen-rich fibrous tissue (Figure 2B, C). These microvessels were morphologically and immunohistochemically similar to the microvascular proliferations observed in the myocardial biopsy specimen of patient no. 1.

Figure 2. Patient no. 2. A. Midventricular transverse section of the heart showing congested hypervascular areas. B and C. Histopathology (overview and detail) showing large dilated and congested vessels surrounded by closely packed microvessels and sparse remaining cardiomyocytes (arrows). D and E. Areas of myocardial disarray in the area affected by the vascular process and in adjacent non-affected myocardium, respectively (B-E, H&E stains).
An interesting additional finding was the presence of distinct myocardial disarray in combination with fibrosis (Figure 2D) within the area affected by AVM but also in normal-appearing myocardium (Figure 2E), which is in accordance with the initial clinical diagnosis at birth of HCM.

Discussion

Histopathological findings in the hearts of both patients are consistent with a diagnosis of intramural AVM.1,5,6 Of particular interest in both cases, and not described earlier in hearts, is the additional component of immature capillary vessels within the boundaries of the congenital vascular lesion. Moreover, in patient no. 2, the AVM coincided with histopathologically proven HCM. To our knowledge, such an association has not been previously reported. In the literature, most cardiac vascular anomalies are termed “(hem)angiomas” and are classified according to the main type of vessel involved or their topographic localization within the heart (endocardial, intramuscular, or epicardial).7,8 However, the general approach to classify all benign vascular cardiac tumors as (hem)angioma needs further specification. Currently, therefore, a more recent classification, as proposed by the International Society for the Study of Vascular Anomalies (ISSVA), is widely used in the diagnosis of vascular lesions of soft tissue and skin in children and adults. This classification endeavors to separate angiomas and congenital vascular malformations, which is desirable to enhance understanding of the clinical behavior and prognosis of these lesions.9 Vascular masses that are histopathologically composed of mature but malformed arteries and veins, as seen in our two patients, are in fact congenital vascular malformations (hamartomas) that show a slowly progressive type of growth and never regress.3,10 Only a few cases of well documented cases of cardiac AVMs composed of multiple dilated tortuous vessels have been described.2,3,4 Of these, the case described by Schroeder et al4 is of particular interest because their description of an AVM in a 7-year-old boy includes a similar network of immature capillary vessels amidst the large vessels of the malformation, as we noticed in our cases. Such benign microvascular proliferations associated with AVMs have also been described in other anatomic locations, such as soft tissue and skin6,11 and the gut.12 In our study of 107 symptomatic vascular malformations of soft tissue and skin,6 we showed benign angioproliferative responses of varying intensity in 30% of patients with AVMs, but not to such an extent in patients with other forms of vascular malformation, such as the purely lymphatic or venous types. This vasoproliferative effect has been interpreted as being due to local hypoxia in the microenvironment of the congenital malformation because tissue hypoxia is considered one of the
strongest stimulating factors for angiogenesis. Albeit speculative, in the cases of AVMs of the heart described here, tissue hypoxia generated in these increasingly hypertrophic and dilating hearts could also have played a role in the formation of angioproliferative masses.
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